Recently, many applications such as scientific databases and decision supporting systems that require comprehensive analysis of a very large amount of data, have been evolved. Summary discovery techniques, which extract compact representations grasping the meanings of large databases, can play a major role in those applications. In this paper, we present an e8ective and robust method to discover simple linguistic summaries. We first propose a hypothesis refinement algorithm that is a key technique for our summary discovery method. Using the algorithm, a formal procedure for summary discovery is presented together with an illustrative example. Our discovery method can handle both rigid concepts and fizzy concepts that occur frequently in practice, Discovered summaries can also be regarded as high-level interattribute dependencies.
Introduction
Summary discovery is one of the major parts of data mining techniques, which provide the user with comprehensible representations for a large amount of data. Data summaries, i.e., general data characteristics, provide means of answering particular questions about the data and ways of formatting the information to enable an analyst to comprehend the contents of the data easily [l] . They also provide a starting point for the ability to make useful inferences from large collections of data. The summary that "Most students in biology department prefer natural science subjects" d o w a curriculum planner to make inferences about the viability of opening either "chemistry" or "physics" course in the next term.
Several requirements for effective summary discovery techniques from actual databases must be considered. First, since most databases contain nominal data as well as numerical data, discovery techniques must be able to deal with both types of data. Second, those techniques must 1063-6382/94 $3.00 0 1994 IEEE 223 be robust in a sense that some noisy data can not affect the major results. It is because actual databases U S U~Y contain noisy data due to either wrong inputs or genuine exceptions [2] . Third, the discovered summaries must have simple forms, because summary discovery is done to comprehend a large amount of data more easily. Four, an user can specify focused data for summarization using vague terms. Since summary discovery facilities are expected to be mainly used in explorative environments, an user is apt to have difficulties in specifying his focused data precisely before knowing global data configurations.
Recently, there have been several database-oriented researches on summary discovery techniques[l, 3, 4, 5] . They commonly use various forms of concept trees/hierarchies that represent relationships among various domain concepts. In fact, exploitation of such domain knowledge is a crucial component of knowledge discovery in databases [2] . Each node in a concept tree represents a concept in the problem domain. The ancestor-descendant relationships among nodes in the tree correspond to general-specific relationships among concepts. All the techniques in [3, 4, 51 assume that each concept has a rigid boundary. In other words, when several elements constitute a concept, each element either belongs to the concept completely, or does not belong to it at all. However, there are many exceptions in real world. For instance, since the applied statistics may have some aspects of engineering, it is hard t o say that the applied statistics is a pure natural science subject. The argument that the applied statistics is not a natural science subject is not acceptable either. The following example illustrates how the rigid boundary problem makes difficulties in summary discovery.
Suppose that Figure 1 is an enrollment relation in a biology department. What is a correct answer to the question, "Which subject between the natural science and the engineering is preferred by students in the biology department?". The answer may not be intuitively clear. This is because the applied statistics does not completely belong In this work, we propose a hypothesis refinement algorithm for constructing and evaluating fuzzy hypotheses, i.e., actually hypothetical summaries. The algorithm utilizes hierarchies of domain concepts with fuzzy boundaries rather than rigid ones. Using the algorithm, we present an effective and robust procedure to discover simple linguistic summaries, which accomodates nominal data as well as numerical data. Our method employs the flexibility of a strictly extended relational data model, so called Level-1 Fuzzy relational Data Model(FRDM-1) [6] , where user's vague requests for focused data can be easily expressed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, FRDM-1 is briefly described for self-explanatory purpose. Section 3 proposes the hypothesis refinement algorithm that is a key technique of our summary discovery method. Section 4 presents the overall procedure of the proposed method and provides an example of discovering summaries. Section 5 concludes and mentions the future research problems.
The Level-1 Fuzzy Relational Data Model( FRDM-1)
Note that our discovery procedure which permits vague specification of data portions to be summarized, is conceived for applying to ordinary relational databases. Thus, it is needed to choose an extended data model to support vague query specification, while having sufficient compatibilities with relational databases. Among many fuzzy database proposals for vague queries including [a, 91, FRDM-1 is directly applicable to ordinary r e h tional databases through its Crisp-Datobase-Fuzzy-Query approach [6] . In addition, it provides a theoretical background for various fuzzy query languages.
Basic objects in FRDM-1 are fuzzy relations. They have the same forms as ordinary data relations except the augmented p attributes, which represent membership degrees of individual tuples. The schema of fuzzy relations is as follows.
where p A ( t ) denotes the degree to which tuple t belongs to the fuzzy relation R. 
U A G E =~~~~~( E M P ) .
The term 'young' is an example of fuzzy constant. Such fuzzy constants and fuzzy comparators are useful in expressing vague data requests. Actual meanings of them are maintained in semantic relations, which are in the same forms as those of ordinary data relations.
A Hypothesis Refinement Algorithm
A hypothesis is an assertion supposed to be true. In this section, a fuzzy hypothesis is defined and fuzzy hypothesis evaluation method is presented. After providing how such fuzzy hypotheses are constructed through fuzzy hypothesis hierarchies, a precise algorithm for constructing and evaluating fuzzy hypotheses is proposed.
Fuzzy Hypotheses
Since fuzzy concepts are effective to express complex phenomena in simplified forms [lo] , we use hypotheses hav-ing fuzzy concepts, i.e., fuzzy hypotheses, as vehicles to contain hypothetical summaries that are easily comprehensible. A fuzzy concept is represented as a fuzzy restriction, i.e. a fuzzy set [lO] . We use the term 'evaluation' instead of 'proving' to mean the activity of testing the truth of a fuzzy hypothesis, because the truth becomes a fuzzy value rather than either TRUE of FALSE.
We use the following notational conventions herein. A, denotes an attribute name of a fuzzy relation 8. A fuzzy set FJ is represented by its membership function ppj(z), where z is an element on the domain, i.e. the universe of discourse. Since all relations and hypotheses in this paper are fuzzy relations' and fuzzy hypotheses, we will drop the term 'fuzzy' for simplicity throughout the paper except the caaes where emphases are needed.
Deflnition 1
A fuzzy hypothesis is defined recursively aa follows. where f13 is a fuzzy restriction defined on the domain of A , . An atomic fuzzy hypothesis is a fuzzy hypothesis.
If H and I are fuzzy hypotheses, then the conjunction of H and I, i.e., H A I, is also a fuzzy hypothesis.
A fizzy hypothesis template is a parameterized fuzzy hypothesis where all fuzzy restrictions are variables. A fuzzy hypothesis template is said to be instontiatedwhen its variables are all substituted by specific fuzzy restrictions.
(End of Definition 1)
Examples of f E y hypotheses are "AGE is y z n g " , and ''(SALARY is high) A ( A G E is y G g ) " . An example of fuzzy hypothesis templates is "(SALARY is X) A (AGE Now, let us see how to evaluate truth values of such fuzzy hypotheses on actual databases. When a data relation R and fuzzy restrictions p,'s are given, we can evaluate the truth of a hypothesis H with repspect to the relation R. The truth of a hypothesis depends on the degree to which the tuples in the relation R support the hypothesis H. We use S D A ( H ) to denote the support degree of the relation R for the hypothesis H. We will omit a relation 12 In addition to those common properties, each of t-norm operator has its own specific properities, which determine the suitability of the operator for a specific appilcation 
Fuzzy Hypothesis Hierarchies
Now that the evaluation method for fuzzy hypotheses has been presented, we provide how such fuzzy hypotheses are constructed. Fuzzy hypotheses are constructed in a stepwise refinement fashion through fuzzy hypothesis hierarchies. Once we generate a collection of fuzzy hypotheses with the most general terms, we select hypotheses s u p ported strongly by actual database. The selected hypotheses are refined to include more specific terms. To facilitate the refinement procedure, we first define a fuzzy restriction hierarchy composed of concept nodes, each of which represents a concept with fuzzy boundaries. 
(End of Definition 2)
For example, if we define membership functions of 'about 50' and 'almost 50' as in Figure 2 , 'almost 50' is a specialization of 'about 50'. A fuzzy restriction whose membership degrees are all 1'8, so called 'ALL', is uniquely maximal in all possible fuzzy restriction hierarchies defined on the domain D. Thus, every non-rooted fuzzy restriction hierarchy can become rooted by augmenting the fuzzy restriction 'ALL' to it. From now on, we consider only rooted fuzzy restriction hierarchies. Based on a fuzzy restriction hierarchy, we define a fuzzy hypothesis hierarchy. 
(End of Definition 3)
A fuzzy hypothesis hierarchy is constructed from the given fuzzy restriction hierarchies and a fuzzy hypothesis template. For example, suppose that we are given fuzzy restriction hierarchies in Figures 3, 4 and a fuzzy hypothesis template "(MAJORis X) A (HOBBY is Y)". Figure 5 , even if we have small sets of fuzzy restrictions at first, a large number of hypotheses can be derived due to all possible combinations. However, the following theorem gives an insight by which unnecessary derivations can be avoided. Figure 5 : A part of a fuzzy hypothesis hierarchy
Pro0 f:

The theorem says that if H G I , S D ( H ) 5 S D ( I ) .
We prove the theorem by induction.
The basis covers the case that H and I are atomic hypotheses.
Suppose that H = (A, i s F,) and I = (A, i s G,). By definition of S D O , s D ( H ) = C,(Pfr(tl) 63 PF, (tI-4,)) / C,(PR(tl)) and S D ( I ) = C , ( P R ( t , ) @ P~~( L . A~) ) / C,(p~(ti)r And H C I implies Vz,pp,(t,.A,) 5 p~, ( t , . A , ) . So, S D ( H ) 5 S D ( I ) .
For the induction, we consider the case of conjunctive hypotheses, i.e. H = HI A H, and I = I , A I,.
Since H is a special-
ization of I , H, C I , and H, C_ I,. So the induction hypothesis says that S D ( H , ) 5 S D ( I , ) and SD(H,) 5 SD(I,). By the monotonicity axiom of t-norm operators in Section 3.2, S D ( H , A H , ) = S D ( H , ) @ S D ( H , ) 5 S D ( I , ) @ S D ( I , ) = S D ( I , A I,), thus S D ( H ) 5 S D ( I ) .
Q. E. D
From Theorem 1, we can conclude that the more specific a hypthesis is, the less strongly it is supported. The argument is, in fact, intuitively clear. Meanwhile, an assertion eupported by only small number of tuples needs not be sustained, in prantice. These tuples may even be noisy data that must be excluded to avoid disturbance. Recall that the support degree represents the ratio of the number of supporting tuples to the total number of tuples. If we empirically choose a small real number as a threshold value to identify an ignorable ratio, an hypothesis with a support degree lower than the threshold is not of interest. Thus, if the support degree of a hypothesis is lower than the given threshold value, the further specialization of it is not necessary by Theorem 1.
An Algorithm for Constructing and Supporting Fuzzy Hypotheses
We propose an algorithm for constructing and evaluating fuzzy hypotheses herein. The following algorithm adopts the breadth first search technique with prunnings. 
Compute support degree SD(H).
If SD(H) is not less than given threshold value T , ap-
pend H into SS and assign direct specializations of H in the fuzzy hypothesis hierarchy produced by using ( r k , c k ) ' s and T, into NeztCS.
7.
Replace CS with NextCS and go to 2.
Notations:
0 CS : a set of candidate hypotheses 0 SS : a set of selected hypotheses The algorithm comes up with a set of fuzzy hypotheses supported more strongly than the support degree threshold value r. In line 5, the support degree of each hypothesis is computed. Among them, only hypotheses supported more strongly than the given threshold value T , are refined in line 6 . In virtue of this threshold value, some noisy data due to either wrong inputs or genuine exceptions can not affect the major results. In Section 4.2, an example showing how the algorithm operates is provided.
A Summary Discovery Procedure:
Fuzzy Sum
The hypothesis refinement algorithm ia a powerful mechanism for summary discovery. In order to utilize this hypothesis refinement algorithm for summary discovery, we need a relevant(focnsed) data specification, a hypothesis template description and names of preferred fuzzy restriction hierarchies.
Overview of the Procedure FuzzySum
Though a database h a a large amount of data, only some portions of it are relevant to discover summaries. A FSRA query explained in Section 2 can make the discovery procedure focus on only relevant data. Remind that they are similar to normal data retrieval queries except permitting fuzzy constants and fuzzy comparators. By using such fuzzy constants and fuzzy comparators, an user can effectively express his vague focus request for summarization, that are easily found in various explorative applications. A hypothesis template specifies which attributes of the data are to be summarized. Fuzzy restriction hierarchies reflect different subjective cognitions of users. We designed a query language accomodating such specifications [7] . An example of summary query is given in Section 4.2. A summary discovery procedure named F'uzzySum consists of three major steps.
Procedure for summary discovery: FuzzySum
Step 1 Identify a set of relevant data.
Step 2 Construct a hypothesis template.
Step 3 Discover summaries by executing SelectHypo().
In
Step 1, a FSRA query embedded in the given summary query is executed to obtain relevant data. Since the FSRA query imposes fuzzy qualifications, some tuples are strongly relevant and others are weakly relevant. The degrees of such strongness are represented by membership degrees in the resulting fuzzy relations. In Step 2, when the concerning attributes are AI,. . . , and Ak, its corresponding hypothesis template becomes (AlisX1 A . . .AAkisXk).
Step 3 , those summaries are in fact hypotheses that are constructed and evaluated by the hypothesis refinement algorithm SelectHypo(), where support degrees of those hypotheses are no less than the given threshold value.
An Example of Summary Discovery
Now, we provide an illustrative example of summary discovery. Suppose that a company database has a rei* tion about employees as in Figure 6 . Suppose also that we have a series of fuzzy restrictions on each attribute domain, whose semantics are represented in the form of semantic relations as in Figure 8 . While the semantic relation for AGEis used for execution of a FSRA query, semantic relations for MAJOR and HOBBY are used in evaluating fuzzy hypotheses. There can be several ways of maintaining semantics of fuzzy restrictions including algebraic functions, lists and semantic relations [6, 10, 11, 121 . Among them, we use the semantic relation approach proposed in [6] , because it maintains the semantics in the same forms aa those of ordinary data relations. It implies a benefit that they can be directly accessed with normal data operations. Note that however, this does not imply the semantic relation approach is mandatory for our method. Fuzzy restriction hierarchies were already depicted in Figure 3 and Figure   4 (in Section 3.3). A query for discovering summaries is given in Figure 7 . It asks for summaries on major studies and hobbies for young employees. Step 1. Identify a set of relevant data A FSRA query corresponding to "FROM EMP WHERE AGE is y G g " in the summary query is
The execution of it produces a fuzzy reyation in Figure 9 . Remind that the p attribute values denotes query conformance of result tuples. It becomes the input data relation R for the algorithm Selec-
Step 2. Construct a hmothesis temdate
''*AGE= oung tHYP00.
Since the concerning attributes are MAJOR and HOBBY, the corresponding hypothesis template for the query in Figure 7 is (MAJOR is X) A (HOBBY is Y).
Step 3. Execute SelectHypoO .
Let us consider the execution of SelectHypoO. The first refinement step is the fist level of the hierarchy in Figure 11 depicts the hypothesis space where horizontal and vertical dimensions represent the domains of MAJOR and HOBBY, respectively. A fuzzy partition(rectangle) in the space can be mapped into a fuzzy hypothesis. The boundary of each partition is not rigid one, but fuzzy. It represents the fact that each hypothesis has fuzzy concept boundary. Note that the smaller the size of partition is, the more specific the corresponding hypothesis is. 
References 5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have proposed a hypothesis refinement algorithm for constructing and evaluating fuzzy hypotheses. The hypothesis refinement algorithm first constructs general hypotheses in terms of most general concepts. It evaluates the hypotheses and then refines strongly s u p ported hypotheses into more specific ones. The refined hypotheses are evaluated again for further refinements. After some stepwise refinements, it comes up with useful specific hypotheses as the results. Based on the hypothesis refinement algorithm, we present an effective and robust procedure to discover linguistic summaries from databases. Our summary discovery method is established in the framework of Level-1 Fuzzy Relational Data Model(FRDM-1) in order to achieve capabilities for supporting vagueness in user's summary requests.
The proposed discovery method accomodates both nominal and numerical data through an unified way. It is robust in a sense that some noisy data due to either wrong inputs or genuine exceptions can not affect the major resnlts. As it utilize concept hierarchies with fuzzy boundaries, more closer approximations to real domain knowledge can be exploited. Furthermore, because it results in simple linguistic descriptions of summaries, it is more effective to comprehend a large amount of data. Fuzzy constants and fuzzy comparators in <relevant data specification> can help users to express vague specifications of focused data easily in data exploration phases.
Discovered summaries can also regarded as high-level interattribute dependencies, i.e., IF relevant data specification THEN a discovered summary at degree SDO. In the summary result in Section 4.2, the summary "MAJOR is sci.&tech. and HOBBY is sports" with respect to the relevant data specification, "AGE is young", can be interpreted as "If AGE is young then MAJOR is sci.&tech. and HOBBY is sports at degree 0.74". The degree 0.74 represents how much ratio of tuples supports the interattribute dependency.
There remain some open issues to be addressed. Discovered summaries themselves can be considered as useful information to be stored and managed. However, since they axe dependent on original raw databases, some summaries may be obsolete after considerable changes in the raw databases. Thus, methods to maintain consistency between the raw database and the derived summary data set should be addressed. In addition, systematic procedures to elicit domain knowledge such as fuzzy restrictions 
